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The World Wide Web (WWW) provides a new tool for experimental research. The

Web experiment method differs in fundamental aspects from traditional laboratory and field

experiments; therefore it can be used to validate previous findings. Web experiments offer (1)

easy access to a demographically and culturally diverse participant population, including

participants from unique and previously inaccessible target populations; (2) bringing the

experiment to the participant instead of the opposite; (3) high statistical power by enabling

access to large samples; (4) the direct assessment of motivational confounding; and (5) cost

savings of lab space, person-hours, equipment, and administration. These and 13 other

advantages of Web experiments are reviewed and contrasted with 7 disadvantages, such as (1)

multiple submissions, (2) lack of experimental control, (3) self-selection, and (4) drop out.

Several techniques and other detailed solutions are described that avoid potential problems or

even turn them into useful features of Web experimentation.
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INTRODUCTION

Web experimenting has only just begun, and the method is thriving. Since Norma

Welch, John Krantz, and others conducted the first Web experiments in 1995 (Krantz,

Ballard, & Seher, 1997; Reips, 1996a, 1996b; Welch, 1995; Welch & Krantz, 1996), this

method has been used with increasing frequency, and in more and more areas (see American

Psychological Society, 1995; Musch & Reips, chap. 3, this volume; Reips & Musch, 1999).

There has been a steady increase in the number of Web experiments as well as in the number

of researchers using this method. Musch and Reips (chap. 3, this volume) conducted a survey

among Web experimenters which confirmed that factors considered important by most of the

respondents were, in order of importance, large numbers of participants, high statistical

power, time saving, and the chance to reach participants from other countries. Although they

were not considered most important, all predictions of cost savings postulated by theoretical

analyses of Web experimental methodology (e.g., Reips, 1995c, 1997b) were supported by

the survey. Consequently, most survey respondents stated that they would certainly conduct

another Web experiment. This shows that advantages outweigh the disadvantages in Web

experimenting.

The term ”Web experiment” was coined to underline this method’s categorical

distinctiveness from laboratory and field experiments (Reips, 1995a, 1995c, 1998b).

However, the underlying logical criteria are the same as those in the other experimental

methods. Hence, the definition of ”experiment” used here requires manipulation of the

independent variable(s) and repeatability.  If an independent variable is manipulated between-

subjects, then participants must be randomly assigned to conditions. Likewise, a quasiweb

experiment would involve nonrandom assignment of subjects to conditions (see Bredenkamp,

1996; Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Kirk, 1995). Many of the issues discussed in this chapter

are also relevant to other forms of Web research, such as surveys and tests.

Traditionally, in the behavioral sciences, there are two forms of experiments: the

laboratory experiment and the field experiment. Both forms are distinct from simple

observation in being active ways of manipulating variables to gain knowledge. They come

with certain theoretical and practical disadvantages, which often limit their power of

explanation in principle. Throughout the chapter I will discuss in more detail how and why

Web experiments might provide solutions to these issues. The problems are listed next:

• Number of participants or measures too small in many studies, because

researchers set the Type I error probability α to a conventional level (and

therefore the power of these studies is low; Erdfelder, Faul, & Buchner, 1996)
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• Very limited sample populations, which raises the question whether psychological

theories and body of research are too narrow in scope (for decades subjects have

been mostly young students of local nationality [Reips & Bächtiger, 1999;

Schultz, 1972; Smart, 1966]; therefore many results may be specific for young

students and/or the culture in which a study was conducted)

• Limited external validity (in laboratory experiments) or limited control (in field

studies)

• Less than optimal voluntariness of participation (a twofold issue: (1) although

nobody is forced to participate in psychological experiments, many students feel

they need to do it to fulfill course requirements, given low attractiveness of

possible alternatives; (2) for situational, social, and procedural reasons

participants may develop a sense of obligation to stay in the experiment once they

have agreed to participate)

• Motivational confounding, in part following from the previous point

• Institutional and organizational limitations (e.g., lab hours are typically limited to

daytimes during weekdays; equipment may limit the number of participants that

can be tested in a given interval of time)

• Experimenter bias

• Nontransparency of much of the research process

• Frequently, under the traditional methods, limitation of what can be done

experimentally (partly to avoid the preceding issues becoming too relevant) and

what is done (due to the ease of conducting some experiments and the hardship of

conducting others; Devereux, 1967; for an example of an experiment that was

only feasible to be conducted as a Web experiment see Klauer, Musch, &

Naumer, 1999).

Consequently, findings from laboratory experiments should be validated using other

methods. This is one general application of Web experiments; another one is to allow for

experimental research in previously unexplored areas. The new Web experiment category

offers the chance of extending the validity and acceptance of experimental research. This

chapter is intended to be a comprehensive overview of methodological issues of online

experiments.

To understand why conducting Web experiments is an opportunity for our science, we

have to look at some of the problems with traditional experiments. For a certain time, in the

late 1960s and 1970s, there was a heightened interest in flaws of these methods. Researchers
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like Rosenthal (e.g., 1965, 1966) and Cohen (e.g., 1977) relentlessly directed their

enlightening spotlights to some of the dark corners in psychology’s methodological basement.

They discovered experimenter effects such as the Pygmalion effect (Brophy & Good, 1974;

Rosenthal & Jacobsen, 1968), volunteer bias (Rosenthal, 1965; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1969;

Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1966), low power and other problems in experimental design (Cohen,

1977; Gigerenzer et al., 1989), demand characteristics (Orne, 1962; Rosenthal & Fode, 1973),

and predominance of undergraduate psychology students as experiment participants (Jung,

1969; Schultz, 1972; Smart, 1966). Some issues were addressed, for example, the Hawthorne

effect1 (Roethlisberger, 1977) through use of nonexperimental control groups (Adair, 1973).

All other problems listed here remain, however, and because they could not be resolved with

the methods at hand or were too complicated to deal with, they have more or less been treated

with a certain slippery indifference. Of course, these problems do not affect all areas of

psychological research to the same degree. Also, in many studies, many researchers work

very hard to minimize many of these effects in their studies. However, there are reasons many

researchers have to work so hard to minimize these effects, and some issues are so

fundamentally linked to the method that no measures can be taken to reduce their influence.

Here Web experiments add some support to the basement.
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MOIST BEAMS AND MILDEW STAINS ROTTING IN INDIFFERENCE

(and how Web experiments might be used for structural support)

Generalizability (Demographic)

One of the most obvious reasons for criticism is that most psychological research is

done with undergraduate psychology students. As McNemar put it in 1942: ”The existing

science of human behavior is largely the science of the behavior of sophomores” (p. 333).

Although in hypothetico-deductive research it might not really matter who the participants are

(Bredenkamp, 1996; Reips, 1999a), it would matter if results from psychological research are

to be generalized to the general population and if the results of experiments differ in different

populations (Reips, 1999a). Smart (1966) and Schultz (1972) noted that more than 80% of all

psychological studies are conducted with students as participants, while only about 3% of the

general population are students. Basically, this picture has not changed (Reips & Bächtiger,

1999).

Birnbaum (chap. 1, this volume) has written: ”Some say that psychological science is

based on research with rats, the mentally disturbed, and college students. We study rats

because they can be controlled, the disturbed because they need help, and college students

because they are available.” If in research using traditional methods the main reason for the

restriction in participant demography is the limited availability of participants, then Web

experiments should be looked at as a serious alternative. Demographic characteristics of self-

selected participants in Web experiments include a much greater diversity than is found in

laboratory studies (e.g., Reips, 1996b). Demographics of Internet users is expected to rapidly

approach similarity with demographics of the general population (Graphics, Visualization, &

Usability Center, 1999). Therefore, a promising application of Web experiments would be the

replication of results found in laboratory experiments, aiming at increasing the external

validity of the body of research. For instance, in a recent Web experiment (Reips, 1999b) I

was able to replicate findings from a study that looked at question context effects in

answering behavior depending on whether a survey was administered by mail or by telephone

(Schwarz & Hippler, 1994a). Apparently these context effects produced similar differences. It

mattered whether survey questions were presented on one Web page (the ”mail survey”

situation) or on consecutive Web pages (the ”telephone survey” situation). However, I could

not replicate a numerical labeling effect (Schwarz & Hippler, 1994b) in that Web experiment

(this is probably due to a different question used as the material, though).
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Supporting the practice of using a demographically narrow sample within a study, one

can argue that the processes studied in much of psychological research are independent of

person type, and studying a uniform population to reduce error variance increases power

holding N constant. This applies to Web experiments also, and the Web offers a nice feature

for aiming at specific person types. One can direct Web participants to different Web studies

using characteristics-dependent redirecting, which displays different Web pages depending

on what was answered on earlier Web pages.

How can we be sure that the results of our studies are not specific to one culture? We need

more replications with people from different cultures. The Web experimental method offers

paths right onto the desktops of people from all over the world.

Web experiments provide the researcher with easy access to a much wider and

geographically diverse participant population. As the term implies, the World Wide Web

spans the whole globe and even extends into outer space (there have been live WWW

conferences with space shuttle crews). The powerful implication of this development for

psychological research comes from particular characteristics of the Internet, namely the nearly

complete freedom of space and time. Communication is almost instantaneous between any

two points on earth. Basically, this means that in Web experiments many persons from the

general population are as accessible to the researcher as students in the local campus cafeteria

have always been.

Nevertheless, local accessibility and density of the Web remain unbalanced. The

numbers both of Web servers and of Web clients are the highest in industrialized countries. It

is estimated that ”Internetization” of U.S. households will approach 58% by 2003

(Internet.com LCC, 1999). Because average income and education of Internet users are higher

than the average of the general population (Graphics, Visualization, & Usability Center,

1999), certain strata of the population might be overrepresented in Web research.

On the other hand, the vast size of the Web offers room for tens of thousands of small

”virtual communities” with a wide variety of user profiles (Rheingold, 1993). This allows for

targeted recruitment, including participants from very unusual or previously inaccessible

populations such as drug dealers (Coomber, 1997), people with particular head injuries

(Browndyke, Santa Maria, Pinkston, & Gouvier, 1999), or people suffering from panic attacks

(Stones & Perry, 1997).

The advantage of eased access is twofold, as Web experiments allow people to

experience psychological research who would never have had the chance to do so due to

geographical, cultural, or social barriers. Scientific psychology becomes more accessible.
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Web sites with Web experiments, especially online laboratories (e.g., Birnbaum, 1998;

Bülthoff, van Veen, Givaty, Braun, & Georg, 1997; Pagani & Lombardi, 1997; PsychExps,

1998; Reips, 1995a; Schubert & Waldzus, 1996), mostly include a rationale of the research at

hand and give an explanation of what experimental psychologists are doing. This might well

heighten the visibility of psychological research.

Generalizability (Situation) and External Validity

It has long been seen as one of the major disadvantages of laboratory experiments that

in this highly controlled situation people might produce results that cannot be transferred to

their behavior in the ”real world” (Martin, 1996). Chapanis (1970) argues that the external

validity of laboratory experiments is generally low (however, for a different view see

Anderson & Bushman, 1997). If one wants to generalize findings that have originated in

laboratory research one runs into the difficulty that the laboratory situation is mostly very

different from what is a natural setting for the participants. This gap might create an

”artificial” or ”sterile” atmosphere in many laboratories, as participants find themselves being

in an often unfamiliar place they cannot personally relate to. It seems quite obvious that it is

possible that many people will behave unusually under these circumstances. In Web

experiments a large percentage of participants remains in the familiar situation at the

computer at home or at work. According to the 10th GVU WWW user survey 79% of

respondents daily browse the WWW from home, and 57% from work, while 77% never

browse from school, 72% never browse from public terminals, and 60% say they never access

the WWW from places other than the previous choices (Graphics, Visualization, & Usability

Center, 1998).

Besides familiarity with the physical situation and its associated comfort there is

another important aspect to Web experimenting: bringing the experiment to the subject

instead of the opposite. Web experiments spare participants from scheduling, from

transportation, from hassles finding campuses, buildings, rooms within buildings, and the

right person to talk to. No walks through long hallways, only a few mouse clicks.

Extrapolating current technical development, it will soon be common to connect to the WWW

with wireless laptop and palmtop computers. While the dependence on a technical interface

may limit external validity in Web experiments, the wide variety of situations that allow for

access will increase external validity in Web experiments, compared to laboratory

experiments. To make another point for this claim: Participants in Web experiments can

freely choose at which time of day (or night) and on which day they wish to participate.
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Generalizability (Time)

Laboratories usually are subject to all kinds of institutional regulations, including

limited access times. It is probably no overstatement that (with certain exceptions, such as

sleep research laboratories) psychology’s body of research says a lot about people’s behavior

during weekday daytime working hours. Web experiments can be accessed all the time, all

around the clock. Data from Web experiments lend themselves very easily to making post-hoc

comparisons depending on time of day. Furthermore, these data might be less influenced by

interactions between participants’ biological rhythms and levels of the independent variable(s)

used, as it is likely that in Web experiments with self-selected access personally comfortable

participation times will be chosen. Because thousands of Web pages can be served at the same

time, there is practically no limit to simultaneous use of the materials. Consequently, no

scheduling difficulties arise, and overlapping sessions do not produce organizational

nightmares as well.

This sounds like complete freedom for participants. But what if an experimenter wants

to control for time of day or weekday? Web experiments offer a previously unattainable

technical capability of interactively controlling display of experimental materials dependent

on preset variables. For example, it is possible to only serve an experiment’s materials during

a certain hour while during all other times logging in leads to a different experiment. That

way one might do a study limited to people surfing the Internet during their local nighttime

between 2 and 3 a.m. Additionally, one could cross this time-dependent redirecting with a

second factor, such as one that is based on the participant’s domain. That way one could

determine whether persons connecting from U.S. American educational institutions (.edu)

differ from those connecting from commercial institutions (.com). In turn, this way one can

test whether it makes a difference when and from where someone participates. Other variables

readily available for redirecting are the Web page a surfer comes from, the operating system

he or she is using, the screen resolution the monitor is set to, left- versus right-handedness

(determined by type of mouse arrow movement), or any input the participant might give in a

form built into the first page.

Volunteer Bias

It has been shown that complete voluntariness of participation in laboratory experiments

may lead to results different from those obtained with less voluntary participation (Rosenthal

& Rosnow, 1969; Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1966; Spiel, 1988). Also, there is evidence that
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motivation for participation may be a moderating variable. Oakes (1972) compared behavior

in group discussions of persons recruited through advertisements in two newspapers with

such behavior by ”coerced” students and found dramatic differences. In most studies with

psychology students, the students participate to fulfill an assignment for a class. As has been

noted before, the psychological body of research is mainly based on studies conducted with

students (Buchanan & Smith, 1999; Reips & Bächtiger, 1999). Having to fulfill a research

assignment in a college course often leaves students with the choice between serving as a

subject for extra credit and a not particularly desirable alternative (such as writing a paper).

These students are likely to be less-than-eager participants. Consequently, much of our

current psychological knowledge has been derived from the behavior of students in ”not

perfectly voluntary” situations. These people are probably less motivated than people who

seek out and choose to participate in Web experiments. Perhaps these Internet participants are

more likely to exercise their freedom to quit the experiment than those who serve in the lab.

Participants in Web experiments can ”leave” with the touch of a button.

Of course, something has to be said about the downside of the lower commitment to

participation in Web experiments. Resulting dropouts could adversely affect the conclusion.

Techniques for reducing the dropout rate and limiting its impact will be discussed later in this

chapter.

Statistical Power

It has been noted that the statistical power of studies in psychological research is

notoriously low (Erdfelder et al., 1996). As Erdfelder et al. remind us: ”There are only two

ways to raise the power if the null hypothesis (H0), the alternative hypothesis (H1), and the

test statistics have already been specified: One must increase either the sample size N or the

Type I error probability α” (p. 2). In laboratory experiments one often is forced to take the

unusual step of increasing α, if one wants to draw meaningful conclusions from experiments,

as there are theoretical limits to increased precision of the error measurement and more

control of unwanted variability, and pragmatic barriers to an increase of N. Time, lab space,

and finances limit the number of participants one can afford. In Web experiments, however, it

is no problem to reach the ”ideal” calculated sample size (not too small and not too large)

while remaining at a conventional α-level. On the WWW the participant pool is of almost

unlimited size.

To support the claim that in Web experiments it is no problem to achieve the optimal

calculated sample size Figure 1 shows monthly visits to the Web’s Experimental Psychology
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Lab (Reips, 1995a). Currently, the number of visits is about 3000 a month. The issue of ”hits”

and ”visits” is a complicated one. In Figure 1 visits are single downloads of the plain (not the

animated) entry pages to the Web’s Experimental Psychology Lab. This gives a rough

estimate of true visits by people, as I could determine by four other methods: WebTracker

(FxWeb Web Technologies, 1999); JavaScript; figures for certain images; figures for visits

from certain IP addresses. The estimate has to be corrected by subtracting robot visits and

cases when users switch between language versions, when they reload the pages, when their

cache is turned off and they go back, and when they return to the page at the end of an

experiment (unless they went to the experiment directly). On the other hand, one has to add

those cases when people get the pages from proxies (this number has been increasing in

recent years), when several persons connect using the same IP addresses, and all cases for the

Zurich version of the lab, as these are not included. On both the positive and the negative side

a few other cases are possible. Of course, visits are not ”people who have been in the Web lab

exactly one time”. However, with the help of persistent cookies I am able to estimate quite

accurately how many people return (about 75% do not) and how often.

Figures similar to the number of visitors to the Web’s Experimental Psychology Lab

can be reached for single Web experiments through extensive advertising in newsgroups and

on highly frequented Web sites (Jochen Musch, personal communication, April 6, 1998).

Being able to potentially reach large numbers of participants is the single most important

factor for Web experimenters to conduct Web experiments (Musch & Reips, chap. 3, this

volume).

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 1 about here

-------------------------------

Detectability of Motivational Confounding

An issue strongly related to the voluntariness of (respectively eagerness for)

participation is possible confounding of experimental manipulation with motivation and/or

task difficulty. In traditional laboratory experiments, levels of a participant’s motivation to

engage in the experimental task might be confounded with levels of the independent variable.

However, those participants who are in the less motivating condition usually will not indicate

so by leaving the situation. They will stay and finish the experiment, thereby possibly

contaminating the data. In Web experiments with a between-subjects design a differential

dropout rate in experimental conditions would indicate such a motivational confounding. This
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information can then be used to address issues such as task difficulty or task attractiveness,

for example by introducing control conditions.

With participants being able to terminate the experiment at any time during a Web

experiment, condition-independent dropout due to motivational issues can become much

more problematic than in laboratory experiments. It can be assumed that many participants in

Web experiments will not stay in the experimental situation, as their commitment might be

lower. On the other hand, their commitment is not based on reasons such as course credit

considerations or ”peer pressure” by the experimenter, thereby creating less error variance

(Reips, 1996b, 1997b, 1999).

How can dropout behavior be used to detect motivational confounding? Spotting

motivational confounding requires a between-subjects design for the Web experiment, that is

random distribution of participants to at least two conditions. Generally, selective dropout in

one condition might make an experiment worthless (unless dropout is the dependent variable,

of course). Participants in a less motivating or boring experimental condition, who in a

laboratory experiment would have stayed due to, for example, course credit considerations,

might very likely drop out of a Web experiment. In this case the laboratory experiment data

would be contaminated by motivational confounding; the Web experiment data would allow

for detection of this effect. Put as a general rule: The less free participants are to leave the

experimental situation the less likely it is that motivation-related confounding variables will

become salient. Consequently, the heightened degree of voluntariness in Web experiments

allows for  detecting confounds with variables that potentially decrease motivation, such as

task difficulty. Between-subjects Web experiments with voluntary participation have a built-

in detection device for this type of confounding, which will be discussed in the section on

”Solutions.”

Experimenter Effects and Demand Characteristics

Basic problems that trouble experimental research and tie in with the issue of external

validity are demand characteristics (Orne, 1962) and experimenter effects (e.g., Barber &

Silver, 1968; Rosenthal & Fode, 1973). Demand characteristics are – often subtle – clues that

influence participants in the experimental situation by ”demanding” certain reactions. They

include such clues given by the experimenters. Experimenter effects are ”mildew stains” in

psychological science, as they might have biased a large portion of experimental results. As

long as experimenters are present in experiments, there is the potential that they might give

subtle clues or make errors that might systematically bias their data. However, the notion of
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experimenter effects also includes biases introduced by the experimenters during execution of

the experiment, data transformation, data analysis, and interpretation of the results. ”Every

attempt should be made to minimize those demand characteristics that might become

confounding variables. … Demand characteristics can be controlled by automating as much

of the experiment as possible” (Martin, 1996, p. 72). Although automation might reduce

external validity in some cases due to the artificiality of the situation, it will increase it as long

as some laboratory-specific demand characteristics are avoided. Web experiments are

automated by definition, and experimenter influence is minimized to preparation and data

analysis.

Which advantages does the Web experiment method offer regarding experimenter

effects? In most Web experiments there is no interaction between experimenters and

participants. This avoids a large source of potential experimenter effects. However,

experimenters also bias experiments by making errors in the preparation of the experiment,

data transformation, data analysis, and interpretation of the results. The more a Web

experiment is automated, the less opportunity there is for undetectable experimenter effects

(however, because there is no one to ask questions of,  instructions for Web experiments must

be particularly clear – this problem is addressed later in this chapter). Also, there might be a

higher chance for detection of experimenter errors in these tasks, because the material and the

records are available on the Internet and are open to review. On this issue another Web

experimenter commented:

I do not believe that detecting subtle errors in experimental design or

data analysis is going to be easier for Web experiments than traditional

lab-based ones. We have a reaction time study using visual and sound

stimuli.  Unbeknownst to us, the sound files included about 25 msec of

silence at the start of each sound.  This was being added to reaction

times. This type of error can occur in the lab as easily as on the Web, of

course, but in either case it may go undetected for some time. (Kenneth

McGraw, personal communication, January 15, 1999).

Incidentally, I had heard about a problem with this particular experiment from one

participant, before reading the comment. The participant wrote:

Try the reaction time experiments.  Some of the experiments on

reaction time, in my browser, give me an unintended advance warning
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of the coming of the sound cue (on my Netscape screen, I see the

system's hourglass just before the sound is presented--clearly, that is a

problem in the software---if the sound is delivered before the trial

starts, I won't have that cue...If all the sounds are delivered well before

the start of the experiment, then I may have too long a wait and give up

on doing the experiment.  Instead, the sound is being delivered as part

of each trial's pre-trial waiting period, so it gives a cue of the timing of

the sound onset.

Although this participant erroneously attributed the faulty material issue to the Web

experiment software and concluded to critically look at these issues with Web experiments, he

noticed that something must be wrong and nicely showed how the open nature of Web

research indeed allows for detection and quick correction of errors through feedback by

participants and the research community.

Taken together, the mildew stains in psychological laboratory research might well cover

some established findings, identifying them as tainted beams, as Web experiments now allow

for the validation of traditional research methods. The point is that some of the problems that

have plagued the methodology of psychology experiments can be eliminated or at least

addressed through the use of Web experiments in lieu of or alongside traditional field or lab

research.
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OTHER ADVANTAGES OF WEB EXPERIMENTING

Costs

Web experimenting reduces costs, because of savings of lab space, experimenters,

equipment, and administration. Web experiments run around the clock and allow for

simultaneous access by a large number of participants. Several participants might use the

experimental material at the same time without knowing of each other. Consequently, there

are no scheduling problems. Institutional regulations (e.g., limited lab hours) lose their

confining impact on research. Most Web server programs allow for thousands of

simultaneous connections. To deal with large numbers of simultaneous participants in Web

experiments is only feasible because no experimenter needs to be present during the

experiment. Once a Web experiment is programmed and on the WWW no salaries have to be

paid for experimenters.

To conduct Web experiments is financially attractive in even more ways: no rooms for

laboratories are needed, and no bureaucracy regarding scheduling, insurance, and so forth. In

their simplest form, Web experiments can be run from a desktop computer, which can still

function as a personal computer. Although some money for the transmission of the data has to

be paid, comparable Web experiments are much more cost-effective than traditional

experiments.

The cost argument should be seen within the proper scope. Although one could argue

that costs of data coding and data entry from paper to computer are also saved by most Web

studies that use scripts to code and store the data, this is no additional advantage in

comparison to other computer-driven experiments. Furthermore, one has to bear in mind that

some very expensive areas within psychology are not likely to profit from the advantages of

Web experimentation, as they rely on specialized equipment (PET scans, MRIs, EEGs, etc.).

General Advantages for the Research Process

Openness, one of the fundamental principles of science (Merton, 1942/1973), can be

achieved much better in Web experiments than in laboratory experiments. Traditional

experiments may contain features that are not described in the method section that may turn

out to be important. Public Web experiments (there are also hidden Web experiments

resembling the field experiment type, e.g., Hänze & Meyer, 1997) are openly accessible and

can remain indefinitely on the WWW for documentation purposes. Institutions such as

publishing houses or online libraries can house these materials and guarantee their accuracy.
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Also, there might be development of online agencies (e.g., by funding institutions) that will

do searches and collect experimental materials. This allows other researchers to look at the

materials and to know in detail the procedure used. Direct hypertext links to articles in online

journals such as Psycoloquy (1999) may be established and will provide readers with the

possibility of experiencing the described experiment from a participant’s perspective.

Interactive editing of the materials will allow fast setup and modification of Web experiments.

The data can also be made accessible online and open for reanalysis. All stages of

psychological research will become more public. (For a more elaborate vision of the future

research process see Reips, 1997a, 1998a).

The Web experimental method opens the door to research areas that were almost

inaccessible for established methods. Examples include studies with children (Reips, 1999c)

or with participants from very unusual, specific target populations such as Melungeons

(Melungeon Heritage Association, 1999), people with diabetes (newsgroups

alt.support.diabetes, alt.support.diabetes.kids, de.sci.medizin.diabetes, misc.health.diabetes),

disabled artists (newsgroup alt.support.disabled.artists), mothers of triplets (newsgroup

alt.parenting.twins-triplets), people living in long-distance relationships

(alt.support.relationships.long-distance), drug dealers (Coomber, 1997), or people with panic

attacks (Stones & Perry, 1997). In the past, finding and contacting people who had the desired

characteristics would have required an enormous effort, not to mention transportation to the

laboratory. By using newsgroups and Web experiments, studies with specific, unusual

samples can be conducted almost as easily as those with standard sample populations.

Other Procedural Advantages

Literal Web experiments (i.e., those conducted on the WWW) technically permit one to

check for the number of nonparticipants. Because all visits to a Web page are written to a log

file the number of visitors to the Web page with a hyperlink to the first page of a Web

experiment that do not follow the link approximately equals the number of nonparticipants in

that Web experiment (for Web experiments using no-cache tags in the HTLM headers, and

corrected for robot visits). Of course, such a comparison is only an assessment of participation

rate among those people who visit the Web page or Web pages that offer a hyperlink to the

Web experiment, if there are no other ways the experiment is announced (finding Web

experiments through search engines can be prohibited by using so-called robot exclusion tags

in the header of the Web pages containing the experimental material). In laboratory

experiments usually one does not know how many people walked past the sign advertising an
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experiment. Another way participant’s traces on the Web (by analyzing ”referer” information)

can be used is mentioned later as the multiple site entry technique.

With Web experiments it is always possible to validate results by administering the

same materials to a local sample in the laboratory. This allows specifically for assessment of

volunteer bias, demand characteristics, experimenter effects, and external validity. Another

advantage of Web experiments is the technical variance. This issue will be discussed in the

”Disadvantages” section, as it might appear to be a disadvantage on first view.

Ethical Issues

In Web experiments, participation is completely voluntary throughout the whole

experiment. Participants may drop out of the experiment at any time, and therefore a Web

experiment might have much less of a restricting influence on participants than laboratory

experiments.

Public display of Web experiments allows for better control of ethical standards.

Participants, peers or other members of the scientific community might look at an experiment

and communicate any objections by e-mail. As in other research, if an experimenter were to

violate ethical guidelines, that person would face the disapprobation of peers and possible

sanctions from organizations (e.g., APA) that also restrict membership and publication to

people who are ethical in their research. Also, the Internet allows for sanctions by individual

participants, an issue that needs further discussion among Web experimenters, as the

implications can be grave.

Although current ethical standards in psychological research, such as those published by

national psychological associations (e.g. American Psychological Association, 1992;

Föderation der Schweizer Psychologinnen und Psychologen, 1997), cover most of the ethical

issues related to conduct of Web experiments, the international character of the WWW might

create some conflicts. Standards are not the same everywhere, and feelings about ethical

issues in conducting research might vary internationally just as those about uncovering faces

in public, the death penalty, or the limitation of free speech for certain controversial issues in

some countries but not others (e.g., Nazi propaganda is legal in the United States, but not in

Germany). For example, ethical aspects of research conducted at British or American

institutions is mostly controlled by local review boards. These boards often require a

”participant consent form,” which is rather unusual at continental European institutions.
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DISADVANTAGES AND SOLUTIONS

The list of advantages of Web experiments is long. Nevertheless, Web experimenters should

not overlook the beams in their own eyes. In this section, potential problems will be discussed

and some solutions offered.

Control Issues (”Cheating”)

It seems that for most researchers questions about control of possible ”cheating” are the

first ones that come to mind when they think about conducting Web experiments, and indeed

almost all Web experimenters take some precautionary measures to ensure a minimal degree

of control (Musch & Reips, chap. 3, this volume). To guard against multiple submissions, one

may simply ask participants not to participate more than once or ask them about their

seriousness regarding their answers. Another solution is to provide repeaters with a checkbox

to indicate their status. Also, it is common to check the participants’ e-mail addresses or

computer addresses (IPs). Both pieces of information help to uniquely identify the

participants. However, this information is not completely accurate. One cannot easily draw

the conclusion that independence of observations is guaranteed. People could also log in twice

from different computers (a rare case) or – increasingly more likely – be assigned different

IPs through dynamic addressing (Reips, 1999a). Hence, checking for multiple participation by

using a more conservative combination of IP address and e-mail address might be a reliable

alternative. Although e-mail addresses can be checked for validity, it is difficult to determine

whether the same person participates repeatedly using more than one valid e-mail address.

Most such cases can be sorted out by only including the first data set from a given IP address.

Unfortunately, this conservative procedure will also abandon some valid data, as the same IP

may be used by different people working on the same computer. Another case of shared IPs

are proxy servers that can be used by a large number of people. Nevertheless, relying only on

the first data sets from IPs also decreases the likelihood of biasing effects produced by

participants talking to each other. The chance that a whole group of participants enters an

experiment with the same hypothesis in mind seems less likely on the Web than in labs on

campuses where students may exchange information on experiments and speculate on what

the experiments are about (a phenomenon that can also be observed if Web experiments are

announced in newsgroups; in this case the experimenter knows about what is being

speculated, however).

At a time when occurrence of dynamic addressing was still very rare, I conducted an

experiment on learning of consistency of causal mechanisms (Reips, 1995b, 1996a, 1996b,
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1997b), which turned out to be the earliest between-subject experiment conducted on the Web

(Musch & Reips, chap. 3, this volume). I had to exclude only 4 cases out of 880 in that Web

experiment using a strong criterion of IP plus e-mail address plus ”similar IP (all but digits

after last period) within a 2 day period.” Although there may be more cases of multiple

participation in Web experiments of shorter duration (the one mentioned took about 45

minutes to complete), we may be safe to assume that ”cheating behavior” is rare. However, if

one wants to be cautious or wishes to determine true percentage of ”individual identities” one

might use measures such as the techniques described next.

Proxy servers can make the submissions of different users appear to have been sent

from a single person. To counter this as well as other problems, one may use a password

technique (Reips, 1997b, 1999; see Figure 2, top). Although handing out passwords reduces

the number of participants prior to start of the Web experiment and may be used as a way of

countering the problem of self-selection, it requires considerable effort. Individual user IDs

and passwords have to be created and set in the Web server, and both need to be mailed to

preselected participants. A technique that can be applied after conducting a Web experiment

is the subsampling technique (Reips, 1997b, 1999; see Figure 2, bottom). This procedure

consists of randomly drawing a number of participants’ e-mail addresses and mailing them a

follow-up questionnaire, in which one might repeat some of the questions from the Web

experiment to control for the proportion of false answers. Also, one might ask for faxing of a

personal ID.

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 2 about here

-------------------------------

Another procedure that may be used to secure data integrity is to ask for various

personal identification items that can be checked independently or are difficult to counterfeit:

• Ask for fax of a personal ID

• 

• Ask for bank account number, if a small monetary reward is to be transferred for

participation

• Ask for e-mail addresses of two people who will confirm identity

• Ask for URL of personal home page

• Any combination of items above
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Additionally, data quality can be controlled for by checking internal consistency and

date and time consistency of answers. A feature that is built into newer versions of HTML are

so-called Cookie”, which allow for checking of repeated visits to a Web page. A Cookie is

a unique string of letters and numbers that the Web server stores in a

file on your hard drive. This method is used by Web designers to track

visitors to a Web site so the visitors do not have to enter the same

information every time they go to a new page or revisit a site. For

example, Web designers use Cookies to keep track of purchases a

visitor wants to make while shopping through a Web catalog. Cookies

may work through a single visit to a Web site, such as when tracking a

shopping trip, or may be set to work through multiple sessions when a

visitor returns to the site (Netscape, 1999).

However, using Cookies is frowned upon in the Internet community, as they can be

misused to create user profiles for commercial purposes. Using Cookies in Web experiments

will not capture those participants who have this feature turned off in their Web browser.

Generally, multiple participation by the same persons is not very likely, as most Web

experiments are not that thrilling. It seems unlikely that people would repeat long or boring

experiments. As mentioned above, dynamic addressing makes it increasingly difficult to

detect individual computers, but looking at data collected at a time of almost no dynamic

addressing supports the presumption that multiple participation is rare.

Control Issues (Experimental Control)

Another issue is the desire to have as much control of the experimental situation as

possible. Earlier in the chapter it was discussed how this desire contradicts external validity of

experiments. Much of the situation cannot be controlled in Web experiments. Consequently,

conducting Web experiments requires careful experimental design, including criteria such as

factorial between-subjects design with randomized distribution of participants to the

experimental conditions (Reips, 1996b, 1997b). Randomization can be realized in Web

experiments through the use of so-called CGIs, small computer programs that cooperate with

the Web server (Kieley, 1996; Reips, 1996b). Consequent use of these techniques, in

combination with a large sample, will almost always detect an effect, which will be highly

generalizable, as most variables (apart from the independent variables, of course) are allowed

to vary freely. As Martin (1996) states: ”As a rule of thumb, the more highly controlled the
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experiment, the less generally applicable the results, if you want to generalize the results of

your experiment, do not control all the variables.” Some experimenters might disagree with

this rule, and I am in accord with them for certain quasi-experimental and correlational

designs. However, as a rule of thumb the rule is quite logical for between-subjects

experiments with random distribution of participants to conditions, as this also means random

distribution of all uncontrolled influences to the experimental conditions.

Finally, one technique that might be attractive for researchers who want to know who

their participants are is the participant pool technique (see Figure 3). Persons who sign up for

this pool provide the Web experimenter with their demographic data and can be paid for

participation. Additionally, the experimenter keeps a record of who participated in which Web

experiments. This technique also allows for drawing stratified samples.

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 3 about here

------------------------------

Self-Selection

Self-selection can be considered the most serious problem in online research, as there is

no perfect solution as long as participation is voluntary. Just as one might expect selective

participation of politically interested persons in a survey on a Web page titled ”To participate

in a survey on political ignorance, click here” there seem to be pockets of self-selected areas

in the WWW between which there is not much surfing traffic. Although we cannot do much

about the possibly detrimental nature of self-selection, we can make an attempt to estimate its

influence on our results. The technique used here is the multiple site entry technique (see

Figure 4). Several entry pages or entry hyperlinks on different Web sites lead to the first page

of the Web experiment. Later the data of participants coming from the different sources are

compared. If they are similar for entry pages with very different content, then one is safe to

conclude that self-selection did not play much of a role in determining the results.

-------------------------------

Insert Figure 4 about here

-------------------------------

Dropout

Comparatively high dropout rates are the downside of the voluntary nature of

participation in Web experiments. Birnbaum and Mellers (1989) showed that even with equal
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dropout rates in all conditions, if there are dropouts, even a between-subjects experiment can

lead to wrong conclusions about the direction of an experimental causal effect. This happens

if participants drop out of different conditions for different reasons. Therefore, Birnbaum and

Mellers recommend checking dropouts for any correlations of demographic or other

background variables with the experimental conditions. This requires assessment of these

variables before introduction of conditions. A way of countering dropout in Web experiments

is a warm-up phase before the point of random distribution of participants to experimental

conditions. I used this technique in one of my first Web experiments, where the experimental

manipulation was not introduced until about 20 minutes into the Web experiment, resulting in

a dropout rate of only 9.7% (dropout was defined as not filling out any of the questionnaires

at the end of the Web experiment; Reips, 1996a, 1996b, 1997b). Musch and Reips (chap. 3,

this volume) found that the average dropout rate in Web experiments is 34% (median, 35%),

with a range from 1 to 87%. The large range suggests that there are other motivational factors

that influence dropout, two of which could be verified empirically: monetary rewards for

participation and placement of assessment of personal information (PI). Frick, Bächtiger, and

Reips (1999) manipulated these two factors in a Web experiment and found the following

drop out rates: 5.7% in the condition with PI and financial incentive information (FI) at the

beginning of the experiment, 13.2% with PI at end and FI present, 14.9% with PI at start and

no FI, and 21.9% in the PI at end / no FI condition. Musch and Reips showed that completion

of Web experiments was 86% if some form of reward (individual payments or lottery prizes)

was offered, up from 55% without such rewards.

Other factors might also be at work determining continued participation. Some might be

technical in nature: In a Web experiment on the reversed hindsight bias, we found that a

Javascript version of the Web experiment resulted in a 13.4% larger drop out than an

otherwise identical CGI version (Schwarz & Reips, 1999). Several factors have been

theoretically explored (Reips, 1996b, 1997b, 1999a) and can be turned into a list of

recommendations for Web experimenters:

• Create an attractive Web site by

• Using a nice looking Web design

• Having people create links to your site

• Putting up signs that this could be an interesting site (awards, comments)

• Not using commercial banners

• Having multilingual pages

• Offering various versions (frames, no frames, text).
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• Emphasize your site’s high trustworthiness by

• Providing the name of your institution

• Emphasizing the scientific purpose

• Ensuring (and keeping) confidentiality

• Providing contact information.

• Offer a gratification (e.g., the chance of winning a prize).

• Offer feedback (individual or general; for a procedure that can be used to offer

individual feedback see Schmidt, chap. 3, this volume).

• Use a Web design that results in systematic shortening of loading times.

• Provide participants with information about their current position in the time

structure of the experiment.

• Use the ”high entrance barrier” technique.

The high entrance barrier technique (Reips, 1999a) is a package of procedures that can

be applied to provoke early dropout and ensure continued participation after someone makes

the decision to stay. This means bundling of demotivating factors at the very beginning of a

Web experiment (i.e., on the general instructions page). Motivating factors should come to

work increasingly thereafter, enticing participants to continue with the experiment. Several

high entrance barrier techniques are listed here:

• Tell participants participation is serious, and that science needs good data.

• Personalize – ask for e-mail address and/or phone number.

• Tell them you can trace them (via their computer’s IP address).

• Be credible: tell them who you are, and what is your institutional affiliation.

• Tell them how long the Web experiment will take.

• Prepare them for any sensitive aspects of your experiment (e.g. ”you will be asked

about your financial situation”).

• Introduce your experimental manipulation after a warm-up phase.

• Tell them what software they will need (and provide them with hyperlinks to get

it)

• Perform Java, JavaScript, and plug in tests (but avoid Active-X).

• Make compliance a prerequisite for winning the reward.

Despite all precautions, dropout in self-selected within-subjects designs poses a serious

threat to the validity of this type of research. In between-subjects designs, dropout can be

turned into a tool for detecting confoundings, as has been described in the ”Advantages”

section.
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Technical Variance

Usually, in a highly controlled experiment, a researcher tries to minimize all error

variance, such as that which comes from the technical instruments used. Conducting

experiments over the Internet involves a worldwide network of cables, routers (computers at

cross points of Internet traffic), satellites, plugs, and so on, so that naturally there is a

fluctuation in ”net lag”. This is a very fundamental  property of the Internet, as information

never goes the same way, but is split up into thousands of ”packets” which try to find their

own way to later be reassembled. A second source of technical variance lies in the wide range

of computers, monitors, speakers or ear phones, Web browsers, and net connections used by

Web surfers.

In between-subjects Web experiments these types of technical variables can be seen as

advantageous, because possible undetected sources of systematic error are replaced by

random error (Reips, 1996b, 1997b). For example, if a technical problem with a monitor used

in a laboratory experiment interferes with whatever is studied, then it will systematically

change the results. This will not happen in a Web experiment, because every participant sits at

a different monitor. Control is replaced by randomness, and therefore generalizability is

increased. Of course, generalizability might be limited by systematic changes in the

environment, such as uniform changes of Web browser features.

Interaction with Participants

Often in experiments it happens that participants have questions regarding the

understanding of the instructions. Then they ask the experimenters. Because this is not

feasible in Web experiments, comprehension of material and task cannot be supported by the

experimenters. Although this lack of interaction in Web experiments may reduce

experimenter effects, lack of comprehension may become a serious threat to the experiment’s

validity. A solution to this problem is to use pretests for comprehension difficulties with the

materials. Also, providing participants with the opportunity of giving feedback by writing e-

mail or using comment text boxes on Web pages might allow for quick detection of

misunderstandings and for appropriate revision of instructions.

Comparative Basis

One might argue that the comparative basis (i.e., other similarly conducted studies of

the same questions) for research done using the Web experimental method is too small to

draw any valid conclusions from Web experiments. However, the number of Web
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experiments is increasing rapidly (Musch & Reips, chap. 3, this volume). So far, the evidence

for high validity of Web experiments, if compared with laboratory experiments (or, for that

matter, validity of laboratory experiments, if one reverses the argument as a consequence of

the discussed problems with local laboratory experiments) is overwhelmingly positive (Krantz

& Dalal, chap. 2, this volume; Musch & Reips, chap. 3, this volume).

Limits (Epilogue on External Validity)

Not all experiments can be done on the Web as there are some things that cannot be done on

the Web. It has not been implemented in Web experiments yet to attach sensors to people,

take PET or MRI scans, take EEGs, inject drugs, feed foods to taste, touch others over the

Web, or do any of a number of other things. Has it? It might just be a matter of a few

weeks….

A disadvantage of Web experiments that cannot be changed, as it is built-in, is that

participants will always be at computers. Consequently, computer-independent behaviors

cannot yet be measured in Web experiments. However, good psychological theories should be

able to predict behavior of people sitting at computers as well!

Summary

In this chapter I discussed methodological advantages and disadvantages of Web

experiments, in part comparing the Web experimental method with the traditional laboratory

experimental method. Advantages I presented were (1) ease of access to a large number of

demographically and culturally diverse participants as well as (2) ease of access to very rare,

specific participant populations; (3) a certain justification for generalization of findings in

Web experiments to the general population; (4) generalizability of findings to more settings

and situations, as there are reasons to believe that external validity in Web experiments is

high; (5) avoidance of time constraints; (6) avoidance of organizational problems, such as

scheduling difficulties, as thousands of participants may participate simultaneously; (7)

completely voluntary participation; (8) ease of acquisition of just the optimal number of

participants for achieving high statistical power while being able to draw meaningful

conclusions from the experiment; (9) detectability of motivational confounding; (10)

reduction of experimenter effects; (11) reduction of demand characteristics; (12) cost savings

of lab space, person hours, equipment, administration; (13) greater openness of the research

process; (14) ability to assess to the number of nonparticipants; (15) ease of comparing results

with results from a locally tested sample; (16) greater external validity through greater
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technical variance; (17) ease of access for participants (bringing the experiment to the

participant instead of the opposite); (18) public control of ethical standards.

The presentation of disadvantages was accompanied by suggestions of possible

solutions. (1) Possible multiple submissions can be avoided or controlled by collecting

personal identification items, by checking internal consistency as well as date and time

consistency of answers, and by using techniques such as sub-sampling, participant pools, or

handing out passwords. Evidence was presented that multiple submissions are rare in Web

experiments. (2) Generally, experimental control may be an issue in some experimental

designs, but is less of an issue when using a between-subjects design with random distribution

of participants to experimental conditions. (3) Self-selection can be controlled by using the

multiple site entry technique. (4) Dropout is high in Web experiments, especially, if no

financial incentives are given for participation. However, dropout can be turned into a

detection device for motivational confounding. Also, dropout can be reduced by

implementing a number of measures, which are listed in this chapter. (5) The reduced or

absent interaction with participants during a Web experiment creates problems, if instructions

are misunderstood. Possible solutions are pretests of the materials and providing the

participants with the opportunity for giving feedback. (6) The comparative basis for the Web

experiment method is low. This will change. (7) External validity of Web experiments may be

limited by their dependence on computers and networks. Also, many studies cannot be done

on the Web.

For many areas of experimental psychology, advantages of the Web method outweigh

the disadvantages. As more data are collected by this method, new problems will no doubt be

discovered and new solutions proposed. Nevertheless, it seems safe to venture that the Web

method will soon stand as a new structure side by side with older methods in psychology’s

research basement, supporting our house and driving out the moisture that threatens

laboratory research.
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Figure 1 Number of monthly visits to the Web’s Experimental Psychology Lab, September

1997 to February 1999.

Figure 2 The password technique (top) and the subsampling technique (bottom).

Figure 3 The participant pool technique.

Figure 4 The multiple site entry technique.

                                                  
1 Although the original “Hawthorne effect” at the Hawthorne plant may well not have been what is meant

by the term (Parsons, 1974) “it is certainly possible for an experimental manipulation to cause a change in

behavior independent of what the manipulation was” (Martin, 1996).
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